
Reduce Cost, Grow Profits, and Demonstrate 
Savings for Your Customers. 
Nebula puts partners in control with a comprehensive platform covering 
everything from identification and preservation to production. A powerful 
combination of capability and simplicity, Nebula effortlessly addresses client 
needs at all levels of sophistication and scale, from small in-house legal 
teams to major multi-district litigation and Department of Justice Second 
Requests, all with a flexibility in deployment options unmatched by any other 
software provider. The Nebula Partner Program welcomes all professional 
service organizations looking to adopt the most advanced technology in 
the industry, build on a proven track record of success, and benefit from a 
rapidly growing user community.

Effortless User Adoption
Unlike complicated legacy technologies that require certification just to run 
a search, Nebula is exceptionally simple to use. Nebula’s user interface is 
fresh, modern, highly intuitive, and completely consistent no matter how it 
is deployed or which case you are working on. The fact that Nebula always 
comes with unlimited users at no additional cost makes adoption that much 
easier.

Scalability
Building a legal technology solution that can manage small data sets and 
a limited number of users is easy. Building highly scalable yet cost-efficient 
solutions that can manage petabytes of data, hundreds of active users, and 
highly complex workflows for a single client is not.

Nebula is the culmination of 20 years of design, development, and practical 
industry experience across multiple product offerings, so we understand 
how to build for scale. Where other solutions break down under scale and 
complexity, Nebula shines as a result of its unique architecture.

Flexibility with Minimal TCO
Whether you choose one of our SaaS offerings or one of our Nebula 
appliances, Nebula offers you the flexibility to do it your way. No matter 
which option you choose, there is nothing for you to install, no expensive 
infrastructure to maintain, and no complicated software dependencies to 
manage.

eDiscovery Continuously Enhanced
At no incremental cost to them, Nebula Partners always have the best, 
most robust technology. Nebula features are released every month, while 
the Nebula Innovation Group continuously drives innovation in the Nebula 
roadmap.

No Strings Attached
The Nebula Partner Program has one simple goal: help partners grow 
their Nebula business. We know that partners need profits to invest in that 
growth, and Nebula Partners can drive both top-line and bottom-line results.

We offer competitive pricing, we don’t tell you how you can charge, deal 
registration is strictly optional, price protection is available when deals are 
registered, and we work with you hand-in-hand to onboard your team and 
ensure their success.
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Machine Learning and Data Analytics leverages human expertise to automatically classify millions of documents in a matter of hours. 
Nebula’s predictive coding supports multiple workflows and methodologies and helps prioritize essential documents for review. As 
a result, Nebula can automate the classification of electronic data, drastically reducing the time required for legal review and saving 
customers millions annually. Our predictive coding technology gets smarter with every document reviewed and supports proven statistical 
methodologies to ensure a defensible workflow every single time.

Powerful language-based AI enables users to gain insights into data sets in ways never before available. For example, visually locate 
and search for documents about named entities, such as locations, events, and key people, with the added ability to filter for documents 
containing critical language by analyzing the author’s sentiment.

Nebula’s workflow engine automates the routing and distribution of documents to streamline document review and maximize accuracy 
and defensibility. Workflow eliminates the need to maintain static batch sets and manually transition records to different review teams. 
Instead, documents flow automatically through completely customizable paths based on an endless number of potential criteria: foreign-
language documents to native speakers, privileged documents to senior attorneys, random samples of reviewed documents to quality 
control teams. The workflow works hand-in-hand with predictive coding to provide the most efficient review possible.

Our global security governance program is designed to meet current best in class security practices. Nebula’s infrastructure is regularly 
audited to maintain ISO 27001 certification. In addition, our data centers in North America are audited for SOC II compliance. Both audits 
assess the security standards, procedures, controls, and related practices deployed throughout our global operations. Nebula provides the 
highest levels of performance, data protection, fault tolerance, and unparalleled disaster recovery capabilities.

In Nebula, data ingestion, processing, and review are all included, highly automated, and enhanced with artificial intelligence to help 
minimize the cost of doing business and minimize the potential points of failure throughout the eDiscovery process. Where human 
intervention is required, Nebula’s highly intuitive user interface and efficiency-enhancing features make it easy for our partners to in-source 
as much work as possible, minimizing the need to pay 3rd party service providers. Nebula’s full-featured reporting suite provides complete 
real-time visibility into actual hours and productivity to maximize your ROI.

Nebula Partner FAQs
How do I become a partner?

Contact nebulapartnersales@ediscovery.com to get started, or call our 24/7 
customer hotline at (952) 937-1107.

How much does Nebula cost?

Nebula is sold as an annual subscription for a certain data capacity, paid 
monthly. Larger data capacities provide partners with lower unit costs 
on a per GB per month basis. Discounts are available for multi-year 
commitments.

Does Nebula set any limits on how I charge my clients?

No! Nebula Partners are free to set their own SKUs and pricing for how 
they charge their clients. A detailed monthly consumption report by client is 
available to assist partners in their billing.

Can I install Nebula in my data center or co-lo?

Yes! Nebula Enterprise is our rack-mountable appliance pre-installed with 
Nebula and everything required to run a complete, highly available hosted 
environment. All on-board components are fully redundant and self-healing.

Does Nebula meet the security standards demanded by 
my clients?

Yes! Cloud deployments comply with a broad set of industry-specific laws 
and meets comprehensive international standards, including ISO 27001, 
ISO 27017, ISO 27018, ISO 22301, ISO 9001 certifications, PCI DSS Level 
1 validation, SOC 1 Type 2 and SOC 2 Type 2 attestations, HIPAA Business 
Associate Agreement, and HITRUST certification. For Nebula Enterprise 
appliance deployments, all data is stored locally on the appliance, and no 
physical access to the unit is required. 

What’s Inside Matters
Developed through the collaboration of our data scientists, software 
engineers, legal team, and data management professionals, Nebula’s 
Toolkit is the most advanced suite of workflow accelerators on the market, 
and it’s all included at no cost to you:

	Q Workflow

	Q Native Spreadsheet Redaction

	Q AutoRedaction

	Q Email Threading

	Q Language Identification

	Q Predictive Coding

	Q Workflow Reporting Suite

	Q A/V Suite

	Q Near-duplicates

	Q Machine Translation
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